
  



    



    

URBAN ENVIRONMENT

Use street culture as
inspiration for overall
styling.

MOD ATTITUDE 

Create blazers with 
a shrunken fit.

UNUSUAL MIX

Layer vests over jackets as
a new urban aesthetic.

FAUX LAYERING 

Combine boxer waistbands
and various lengths for
pants.

PLASTIC COLOR 

Explore synthetic materials
for color saturation
possibilities.



    



    



    

TWOFOLD: Create jackets with double layers and double-breasted closures as city basics. 

CITY LOOK: Use graffiti and urban architecture as styling influences.



    

STOVE NECK: Extend ribbed collars for a dark camouflage feel. 

TOUGH COVER: Transform leathers for summer in lightweight and crinkled materials.



    

NEW BLOUSON: Create panels in diagonal lines for a distinctive linear effect. 

WINDBREAKER: Use foiled nylon fabrics for urban active garments.



    

PROTECTIVE LAYER: Use rainwear as inspiration for active shapes, creating seams as decorative

features. 

CLEAR COLOR: Create jackets in translucent plastic for a sheer color effect.



    

CONSTRUCTION VEST: Layer vests over shirts and tailored blazers for a tough workwear feel. 

COLOR FLASH: Attach zips in a variety of neon hues as a bright urban touch.



    

PARKA HYBRID: Mix parka jackets with military styling, adding pockets, drawstrings, epaulettes and buttons.

FUTURE SOLDIER: Combine lightweight tech fabrics with plastic trims for a street look.



    

MOD ATTITUDE: Create double-breasted blazers in shrunken and cropped fits as a new clean silhouette.

BRIGHT INTERIOR: Use bold graffiti in neon hues for surprising linings.



    

NEW CAMOUFLAGE: Reinvent military prints on everything from blazers to boots. 

IN THE ARMY NOW: Use traditional colors like green, brown and yellow to bring nature to the streets.



    

SKATEBOARDING: Use articulated seams to create curved shapes, allowing for movement. 

BUCKLES & STRAPS: Borrow details from backpacks for functional pocket details.



    

FAUX LAYERS: Layer 3/4-length pants over leggings for a laidback basketball look. 

ACTIVE EDGE: Combine woven and knit materials, adding an elasticized waistband for comfort.



    

DOUBLE TOP: Create new hybrids by layering baseball and hoodie styles. 

MATERIAL MIX: Combine woven and knit materials, adding snap buttons as front closures.



    

COLLEGE CLUB: Create varsity-inspired shirts by combining woven fabrics with flat knit collars. 

COOL STRIPE: Print bold stripes on the sleeves in contrasting hues for an active feel.



  

WORD UP!: Enlarge words and logos based on graffiti for an arresting effect. 

COLOR CLASH: Contrast acidic greens and blues against black as a cool masculine palette.


